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PROBABILITIES ON MODELS OF UNIVERSAL SENTENCES1

DOUGLAS N. HOOVER2

Abstract. We show that the asymptotics of conditional probabilities of first order

universal sentences on finite models are the same as those of general first order

sentences. This answers a question of R. Fagin.

By an L-theory we mean a consistent set of sentences in a first order language L;

by an L-model, a model for L; and by an L-n-model, an L-model whose universe is

(0,...,« — 1}. ßff is the number of L-n-models, and if T is an L-theory then

ßff(T) is the number of L-«-models satisfying T. We shall always assume that our

languages have a vocabulary consisting of finitely many relation symbols (no

function symbols); hence ßff is finite. un(T), the probability that a model of size «

satisfies T, is defined by

u„(T) = ß„L(T)/ß„L,

where L is any finite language containing all predicates occurring in T. It is easily

seen that the ratio does not depend on L, because the addition of new predicates

multiplies numerator and denominator by the same factor. We define also the

conditional probability

Hn(Tx\T2) = u„(TxUT2)/u„(T2),

provided that u„(T2) ¥= 0. If <#> and \p are sentences, we put

**„(*)-MB({*}),    **»(*!*) --/»■({♦}!{*}).    PÁ*\T)-*„({*} \T),

etc. We also use T, <j> for TU {<p},i.e., un(T,4>) = p„(TU {<p}).

Evidently, for 4»,^ and T in L, p„(</>\T,^) = ß„L(T,</>, t)/ßnL(T, *).

Glebskii et al. [3] and Fagin [1] independently showed that for <j> a first order

sentence of a finite relational language L, pn(4>) converges to either 0 or 1 as n

tends to infinity. Fagin observed that a similar convergence cannot be expected for

the conditional probability un(t¡>\\¡/), even when u„(\p) > 0 for all «. In fact,

Corollary 2 shows that conditional probabilities can approximate the characteristic

function of the finite spectrum of any first order sentence, and such spectra are
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known to be quite complex sets (Jones and Selman [4], Fagin [1]). If \p is restricted

to be existential, though, then if \¡/ has finite models, pn(\p) -> l,so that pn(<j> | \p) is

asymptotic to p„(4>) in this case. Fagin asked what happens in the dual case when \p

is universal. The answer is that the asymptotics are the same as in the general case.

Main Theorem. Given <í>, \¡/ such that p„(\¡/) > 0 for infinitely many «\s there exist

universal sentences <j>*, ip* such that pn(\p*)>0 for all « and (pn(4>\\p) —

p„(<p* | \p*)) -* 0, as n runs through numbers for which p„(4>) > 0.   D

First we show that we can assume, with no loss of generality, that our given \p is

such that p„($) > 0 for all «. This lemma is due to Haim Gaifman.

Lemma 1. Given <j>,\b such that p„(\p)>0 for infinitely many n's, there exist

sentences <i>, i£ such that un(\j/) > 0 for all n and (]".„(<? |^) - P„(«î>| </')) -* 0, as n

runs through the numbers for which un(\p) > 0.

Proof. Let <f>, \p be in the language L0. Let L, be in the language obtained by

adjoining new unary predicate, P. Put y = A(Vjc,P,(3c,)), where P, ranges in the

conjunction over all predicates of Lx. Evidently for every «, ß^(y) = 1. If a is any

sentence of L0, we have ßfx(o) = 2" ■ /?„L°(a), because P has 2" different interpreta-

tions in models of size n. Consequently for a in L0:

1 « ß^io V y),

2" • #-(o) < #-(o V y) < 2" ■ ß„L°(o) + 1,

2" ■ ß„Lo(o) - 1 < #'(o A -,y).

Now put 4> = 4> A -,y, ^ = 4* v Y-Then £ A \p is equivalent to <p A \p A -,y- The

first two inequalities with a = \p and the last inequality with a = </> A \p imply the

desired properties of £ and <//.   D

By noting in the proof of Lemma 1 that /*„(<>) = 0 implies un(4>) = 0, we get the

following result.

Corollary 2. For any first order sentence <f> there are sentences rj> and <j> such that

Mni^l^) -* 1, oí « runs through the numbers for which p„(<f>) > 0; pn(<¡>\<¡>) -» 0, as

« runs through the numbers for which p „(</>) = 0.    D

Definition 3. Let J be a theory in the language L, T—a theory in L', where

L ç V. Say that T satisfies (*) with respect to T if the following holds:

(*) There are sequences k„, l„, « = 1,2,..., such that kn > 0, /„ • ßf/k„ -* 0

and, for every L-model, M, of size n: If M 1= T then M has k„, L'-expansions

satisfying T, and if M fet T then Af has no more than /„ L'-expansions satisfying

7".    D

Lemma 4. Assume that T satisfies (*) w/'i« respect to T. Let <j>, \p e\ L and let

H„(T,4>) > 0 for all n. Then

{^n(<t>\T,^)-un(4>\r,i))^0    asn^ oo.
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Proof. By (*) we have

ßnL\T',4>,l/) = kn-ßnL{T,$,^)+rn,

ßnLXT',^) = k„-ßnL{T,t)+sn

where rn and s„ are the numbers of L'-models not satisfying T, which satisfy,

respectively, T U {>,i//} and T U {i//}. Evidently rn, s„ < /„ • ßff. Hence rjkn

and sn/kn tend to 0. ß^(T, i//) > 1, hence

{ßf(T',<M)/ß„L'(T',t) - ßff{T,<S>,t)/ßnL{T,t)) -0.    D

We are ready to begin the proof of the theorem. Let <b, \p be sentences in L0.

Assume with no loss of generality that un(4>) > 0 for all «. We will first introduce

Skolem functions for <b and ip with Skolem theory T in such a way that

(1) The Skolem functions are uniquely defined, so that p„(<p\T,\p) = un(4>| \p).

(2) The only existential quantifies in T occur in the axioms that say that the

Skolem functions are always defined. (The Skolem functions are, of course, repre-

sented by relations, since we are not allowing function symbols.)

Then we will find a finite universal theory 7" which has property (*) with respect

to T. If <p", \pu are the universal equivalents of <p, \p in the Skolem theory T, then

<f>* = <j>" and \p* = \pu A A T will satisfy the conclusion of the theorem.

Extend L0 to Lx by adding a binary relation < and let Tx consist of the

universal sentences asserting that < is a total ordering. Each L0-model has exactly

«! Li-expansions satisfying Tx. Hence un(<b\\p) = un(<p|Tx, <//).

Rewrite <p and \p in prenex normal form and consider Skolem functions for the

subformulas such that, for every a(3c, y), the Skolem function picks the < -first y

such that a(x, y), or, if no such v exists, the < -first y. Add new predicates to

denote such functions. The sentences asserting that R is a graph of a function are

^x\fyx, y2[R(x, yx) A R(x, y2) -> yx = v2],    \fx3yR(x,y).

The axioms expressing the Skolem-function properties are

Vx,y[R(x, y) -» Vv[v < y -> -^a(x,v)],

Vx,y[R(x,y) -* (o(x, y)) V Vo(-,o(í,i;) A y < v)]].

If in our theory a is equivalent both to universal and existential sentences, these

last two axioms can be put in universal form. Moreover the four axioms imply

3ya(x,y) ~ Vy[R(x,y) -* a(x,y)].

Hence if a is equivalent to both forms, the same is true, given the axioms for

3ya(x,y). Since Vyo(x, y) is equivalent to -3y-,o(x, y), we can, by adding also

Skolem functions for -,a, express Vva(x, y) in both forms.

Working from the inmost quantifiers in </> and ip outwards, and adding at each

stage new predicates for Skolem functions along with their corresponding axioms,

we get an extension L 2 L, and a theory T 3 Tx such that all axioms of T are

either universal or of the form Vx 3yR(x, y), and, in T, 4> and \p are equivalent to

universal formulas, say </>" and \p". Moreover, every Lj-model satisfying Tx has a
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unique L-expansion satisfying T, because the Skolem functions are uniquely de-

termined by the ordering. Hence

un(<t>\Tx,t) = un(<b\T,,p) = un(4>»\T,r).

Note also that p„(T, >//") > 0.

The last step is to find a universal theory T which has property (*) with respect to

T. Then we shall have

un(<t>»\T,r)-"„(<t>u\T',r)^0    as«^so.

By putting <p* = 4>u and taking xp* as the universal sentence equivalent to the

conjunction of the axioms of T with \p" we shall get the desired result.

Let Rx,..., Rm be all the Skolem-predicates that we have added, let P,(3c,, y¡) be

their corresponding atomic formulas, where the strings x¡, y¡, i = 1,..., m, consist

of distinct variables and have no variables in common. Put x = xx,...,xm, y =

yx,---,ym and let p be the length of x. Fix some sufficiently large r, to be presently

specified, and let S be a new (p + m + r)-ary predicate. Get T from T by

replacing all the axioms Vic, 3yi R¡(x¡, y¡) with the single axiom

Vx V_y Vvv s(x,y,w)^/\R,(xiyi)

Put a(x, y) = A¡R¡(x, y¡). If M is an L-model which has an L'-expansion

satisfying T', then, given x, there is at most one y such that o(x, y). If M 1= T then

there is always such a y; if M fc T there is at least one x without such a y. For

fixed x, y if M \= a(x, y) then we have 2r ways of defining S(x, y,... ); otherwise

we have only one way (i.e., S(x, y,w) must fail for all w). Put r, = nr, p, = np.

Then the number of L'-expansions satisfying T is (2ri)Pl if M \= T; otherwise it is

no more than (2r»)(/'1~1).

The first number is 2<n""r). The second is 2(""~l)"', and its ratio to the first is 2~"".

The number of L-models with domain {0,..., n — 1} is bounded by 2"' for some

constant c. Choosing r > c we get the property (*) for T.
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